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Abstract

This study presents an approach, the unit circle (UC), to
the qualitative representation of kinematic robots. A robot
is described as a collection of constraints holding among
time-varying, interval-valued parameters. The UC repre-
sentation is presented, and the continuous motion of the
end-effector is evaluated by the change of directions of
qualitative angle and qualitative length. Analytical formu-
las of qualitative velocity and qualitative acceleration are
derived. The characteristic mapping is introduced for fault
detection and diagnosis in terms of the UC. In the end sim-
ulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the UC ap-
proach for fault diagnosis. The UC representation of robots
concerns a global assessment of the systems behaviour, and
it might be used for the purpose of monitoring, diagnosis,
and explanation of physical systems. This is the first step to
fault diagnosis and remediation for Beagle 2 using qualita-
tive methods.

1. Introduction

Qualitative and quantitative methods are two ways of
looking at the world and solving problems. They have their
advantages and disadvantages when used as solutions to
particular problems. When the tradeoff between computa-
tional complexity and accuracy is a major problem, quali-
tative reasoning methods are usually considered as the pre-
ferred solutions. The problem domain related to monitor-
ing, diagnosis and explanation can be easily resolved by tak-
ing advantage of qualitative reasoning methods rather than
quantitative methods. This paper proposes a novel quali-
tative modelling scheme for the representation of planar
robots, the unit circle (UC). The approach can be easily ex-
tended to spatial robots. This is the first attempt to clearly
define the qualitative representation of robots, whose end-
effector’s position can be described by a qualitative length

and a qualitative orientation angle within a unit circle. Qual-
itative analysis of a robot is constructed in terms of subsets
of a unit circle with link sequence constraints. The UC ap-
proach also derives qualitative velocity and qualitative ac-
celeration based on qualitative length and orientation an-
gle. The characteristic mapping presents the mapping rela-
tion between inputs and outputs of a physical system using
characteristic values, which are characteristic quantities ex-
tracted from quantitative intervals of a domain to describe
their corresponding qualitative information. The selection
of characteristic values is application-dependent, it is de-
termined by the mean value, the minimum and the maxi-
mum of quantitative intervals in this paper. The characteris-
tic mapping basically provides approximate solutions to that
may be used to guide the application of quantitative meth-
ods.

The paper is organized as follows, the related work is
given in Section 2. The UC qualitative representation of pla-
nar robots is presented in Section 3. The characteristic map-
ping is addressed in Section 4. A case study is given in Sec-
tion 5 to prove the proposed approach; discussions and con-
clusion are drawn at the end.

2. Related Work

Qualitative kinematics is a branch of qualitative mechan-
ics concerned with motion in qualitative space without ref-
erence to force or mass. Qualitative modelling did not re-
ally offer a unified successful framework, primarily due to
the complexity of 3-D space problems and secondly due to
the comlexity when translational joints and rotational joints
are mixed. However there does exist a huge growing interest
in qualitative spatial reasoning, qualitative physics and even
cognitive science. They have made contributions to qualita-
tive representation of geometry, which is the basis for qual-
itative kinematics of physical systems.

In the area of qualitative analysis of physical systems a
number of approaches have been developed. Artificial in-



telligence methods for qualitative reasoning about mecha-
nisms were first developed by Rieger and Grinberg, whose
system produces realistic qualitative simulations of the be-
haviour of mechanisms based on their knowledge repre-
sentation consisting of events, tendencies, states, and state
changes, related by several different types of causal links.
McDermott created an extended representation on a better
logical foundation that is capable of addressing a larger set
of issues, based on the knowledge representation of Rieger
and Grinberg. Nielsen described a theory of qualitative me-
chanics, the symbolic analysis of the motions and the geo-
metric interaction of physical objects, for analysis of rigid
body mechanisms. The most significant work on qualita-
tive mechanism analysis is that of Faltings. He built upon
his and Forbus’ earlier work on qualitative kinematics, and
developed a first principles algorithm for analyzing pla-
nar mechanisms. He introduced a “theory of place vocab-
ulary” which formed the basis for an envisionment of the
qualitative behaviour of a device under external influences.
However, this work suffered from the limitation that cer-
tain problems could not be solved without including quan-
titative information. Therefore, in contrast to the configura-
tion space approach of Faltings, Olivier et al have proposed
a qualitative kinematics reasoning method based upon the
use of occupancy arrays (Oliver et al). This approach does
not require inference rules. It works simply on the constraint
that no two objects occupy the same occupancy array posi-
tion, and can be extended to including semi-quantitative in-
formation.

Kramer developed ’The Linkage Assistant’ kinematic
simulator which demonstrated that mechanism kinematic
analysis did not solely have to rely on exact geometric
mechanism information, i.e. a qualitative approach could
be adopted. Liu presented a qualitative representation and
reasoning approach based upon the formalism of quali-
tative trigonometry, qualitative arithmetic, and qualitative
spatial inferencing. The formalism has been applied suc-
cessfully to both closed-chain constrained, and open-chain
underconstrained, 2D multiple linkage problems. Stahovich������� presented a theory of qualitative rigid-body mechan-
ics to demonstrate a program, SKETCHIT, that uses this
theory to compute qualitative rigid-body dynamic simula-
tion. SKETCHIT can handle devices that are composed of
an arbitrary number of fixed-axis components and springs,
with driving inputs coming from both applied motions and
forces.

Engineering design, like robotic navigation, ultimately
normally requires a fully metric description. However, at
the early stages of the design process, a reasonable quali-
tative description suffices. The field of qualitative kinemat-
ics is largely concerned with supporting this type of activity
(Forbus et al).

3. Qualitative Position Representation of Pla-
nar Robots

In this section the UC approach is proposed for qualita-
tive analysis of planar robots. An 	 -link serial robot, com-
bined by links and joints, can be decomposed into 	 link-
based segments, each of which consists of one link and its
corresponding joint. Each segment can be described by a
qualitative length and a qualitative orientation angle, fur-
thermore the qualitative representation of the end-effector
of the robot is provided by the qualitative information of
each link segment. With respect to the 	 -link robot, the di-
rect kinematics of the robot can be described with the fol-
lowing equations.
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Where p is an n-dimensional vector function representing
direct kinematics. Compared with quantitative methods, the
description of the D th link segment in qualitative reason-
ing requires qualitative position parameters, E  5

, that is, the
qualitative length of the D th link, E  5F , and the qualitative an-
gle, E  5G . Then the qualitative description is given in terms
of constraint information.E  5 ��H E  5FJII E  5FLKNM O !?� 5 PE  5G II E  5G KNM O !RQTS P (2)

Further, the intervals of the length and the orientation an-
gle of the D th link segment are described by length param-
eter U 5 and orientation parameter V 5 . The setting of the two
parameters is subject to system requirements such as joint
offset and so forth. The value of V 5 and U 5 are application-
dependent.H E  5F8II E  5F KXW O !Y� 5 7 !Y� 5 Z !<[\[\[J!Y� 5�] ^?_a`J7?b !Y� 5 ^c_)dE  5G II E  5G K W O ! E � 5 7 ! E � 5 Z !\[<[\[e! E � 5�] f?_a`eZYb ! E � 5�] f?_a`J7?b !RQgS d

(3)
where Oih � 5 7kj � 5 Zkj [\[\[ j � 5�] ^ _ `J7?b j � 5 ^ _ h � 5Oih E � 5 7�j E � 5 Zlj [<[\[ j E � 5 ] fc_m`J7?b h QgS
The length intervals and the orientation intervals of the

UC approach are used to meet the system requirements re-
garding qualitative position and qualitative orientation. The
comparison between the desired data and the actual data
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Figure 1. Separated and integral UC repre-
sentation

in the UC representation can provide sufficient evidence
for fault detection and diagnosis. For example, the link be-
fore deformation can be shorter, equal, longer in compari-
son with the link after deformation, meanwhile some of the
domain can be defined as a bending-safe area, the others
as bending-damaged areas for diagnostic purposes in link
bending analysis. The separate description of qualitative in-
formation of the position and the orientation can be inte-
grated into a unit circle; the active area is highlighted as
shown in Fig. 1.

3.1. Qualitative position of unit circle representa-
tion

For a global assessment of a system behaviour, the func-
tional qualitative constraint, n)oqpsr�tun)vxw?w , is applied
so that the interval-valued parameters of the y th link seg-
ment are replaced by the proportion of the interval-valued
parameters of the y th link segment to the addition of the
lengths of all link segments. It is noted that the link seg-
ments are connected by the link sequence constraints,za{g|?z)}T|<~\~\~e|Yz��c|\~<~\~J|Yz)�

, from which, the UC qualitative rep-
resentation of the position of the end-effector of the � -link
robot can be derived.��� ��s�R�+� p ��� �8{ �R� ��J���� �R�

��L���l��� ��� ��� �8{ z��� �+� p ��� �8{ � � �� �� �R� �� ���l�(� �?�(���g� (4)
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Here �l���m�\� stands for the qualitative length of the y th link

segment of a unit circle, �l� �m� �« for the qualitative orienta-
tion angle of the unit circle.

Definition 1: The qualitative position of a point in space
can be described by a pair of qualitative parameters such as
a qualitative length and a qualitative orientation relative to
a fixed reference coordinate system.

Definition 2: The qualitative position of the end-effector
of a robot can be described by a pair of qualitative position
and qualitative orientation in a unit circle, which are pro-
vided by combination of qualitative parameters of all seg-
ment links.

Each interval-valued area of the unit circle, �l� � � | �l� � � �corresponds to the qualitative meaning in domain knowl-
edge representation. The representation conversion of a par-
ticular position ’ Q’ of the end-effector of a � -link serial
robot from quantitative to qualitative description is given in
Fig.2. The robot is described in terms of Cartesian coordi-
nates; its qualitative representation of the UC is in terms of
the qualitative angle and the qualitative length of the end-

effector. It is defined by a qualitative vector ³´¶µ
from the

origin to the position
´

. For example, the qualitative ori-
entation can be divided into ·+¸T¹��eº , »R¼¾½\¿ ,

z)À ·+º and ¸gyaÁÃÂÃº .
The qualitative length can be identified by

z)ÀTÄ�Ä
,
À �gÅ ¼ z andz ¼�¸�Á À ¸ three regions in qualitative description.
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Figure 2. The representation conversion from
quantitative viewpoint to qualitative

In position mapping from the qualitative representation
to continuous spatial quantities, one of standard assump-
tions in traditional qualitative reasoning is that change is
continuous. That is, in addition to qualitative magnitude
such as qualitative angles and qualitative lengths in the
quantity space, we need to know the direction of change of
each variable. Thus for each variable, we describe its qual-
itative state in terms of its magnitude in the quantity space
and its direction of change: increasing, decreasing or steady.

Æ Ç �R�'È�É p Ä yaÁ���Ê � �+È t {(Ë � �+È:Ì p �� �XÍ Ç �R� È�Î �Ë Ç �R� È�Ï �� Ç �R� È pÐ�
Where �R� È� denotes the qualitative position parameters



within the Ñ th interval. Then the qualitative positions of the
end-effector of a robot can be described as follows,Ò Ó�Ô Õ'Ö\×kØ ÖÙÚ Û8ÜlÝ�Þß Ú Û8Ü ÓàÔ Õ'Öá âcã ÖÙÚ Û8Ü�Ý�Þß Ú Û8Ü Ó�Ô Õ'Öäaâ?ã

For robotic qualitative kinematics, the continuous mo-
tion of robots can be described by the combination of mag-
nitudes of qualitative parameters with their direction of
change. The direction of change of a qualitative orientation
angle is defined by a qualitative orientation vector, whose
direction in perpendicular to the corresponding qualitative
vector; the direction of change of a qualitative length is de-
fined by a qualitative length vector, whose direction is verti-
cal to the qualitative vector. The anticlockwise direction of
qualitative orientation angles is denoted as positive, and the
direction of facing the origin of qualitative lengths as posi-
tive. See Fig.3.
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Figure 3. The mapping definition from qual-
itative representation to continuous spatial
quantities

The continuous motion, from the position å�æÜ to å¶æç , of
an end-effector is given in Fig 3, the qualitative description
is in Table 1, the direction of change can be decided by the
qualitative magnitudes of continuous motion states, or pre-
defined by robotic planners.è ÔgéTê è ÔTë�ê è ÓàÔgéTê è ÓàÔgë)êå¶æÜ ì�íTîgïeðcñkòaó"ôÃð õ,ö�í�óÃ÷ ø:ïJù íT÷�öÃú<òûï'ó ü.÷gù íg÷gö¾ú\òmï'óå æý ì�íTîgïeðcñkòaó"ôÃð þ Ôgÿ ö ë � ðc÷gö���� ü.÷gù íg÷gö¾ú\òmï'óå¶æ� ì�íTîgïeðcñkòaó"ôÃð ��� ö ëaë ü�÷gù íT÷�öÃú<òûï'ó � ðc÷gö����å¶æ� 	�ö¾ù Ñ ñkòaó"ôÃð ��� ö ëaë)ë � ðc÷gö�����
��� ø�ïJù íg÷gö¾ú\òmï'óå¶æç 	�ö¾ù Ñ ñkòaó"ôÃð þ Ôgÿ ö ë � ðc÷gö���� � ðc÷gö����

Table 1. The qualitative description of a con-
tinuous motion

3.2. Qualitative velocity representation

Qualitative velocities can be used for describing the rate
of change of qualitative positions.

Definition 3: The qualitative velocity of a point in space
is the derivative of the qualitative positions of the point rel-
ative to any given reference system,Ô��iØ � ÔRÕ�:ð�� ÓàÔRÕÓ ð (5)

Definition 4: The qualitative velocity of the end-effector
of a robot,

Ô��
, consisting of qualitative linear velocity,

Ô����
,

and qualitative angular velocity,
Ô����

, is the derivative of the
qualitative position of a state such as qualitative length,

ÔRÕ��
,

and qualitative orientation,
ÔRÕ��

. For the robotic velocity of
a robot, we have the following:Ô����JØ � Ô Õ����ð � ÓàÔRÕ��Ó ðÔ����kØ � Ô Õ ���ð�� ÓàÔ Õ �Ó ð (6)

As the relationship between the certainty values of par-
ticular values is characterised by the partial derivative.ÓàÔ����JØ�� Ô����� Ô Õ � ÓàÔRÕ��ÓàÔ���� Ø�� Ô����� Ô Õ � Ó�Ô Õ��

Assuming an initial state of the end-effector of the robot
is

Ô Õ � �
,
Ô Õ ���

,
Ô � � �

,
Ô�� �!�

, and then we have the following in
terms of the mean value theorem of differentiation,ÓàÔ�� � Ø Ô�� ��" Ô � � � Ø � Ô����� Ô Õ�� Ó�Ô Õ � Ø � Ô����� Ô Õ�� 
 Ô Õ ��" Ô Õ � � �Ô����eØ#� Ô ���� ÔRÕ�� 
 Ô Õ�� " ÔRÕ�� � �%$ Ô���� �

The interval-based value of
Ô Õ%�

can be substituted from
the Eq. (6). The direction of the velocity can be calculated
from the following,è ÓàÔ ��� êeØ'&(� Ô�� �� Ô Õ���) è Ó�Ô Õ�� êè ÓàÔ ���<ê'Ø &(� Ô ���� ÔRÕ�� ) è ÓàÔ Õ�� ê

Further, the qualitative description of general velocity is
derived.è ÓàÔ���êeØ ÞÙÚ Û8ÜlÝ�Þß Ú Û8Ü ÓàÔ���� â ã ÞÙÚ Û8ÜlÝiÞß Ú Û8Ü ÓàÔ ��� â ãØ ÞÙÚ Û8Ü�Ý Þß Ú Û8Ü � Ô�� � â� Ô Õ�� â Ó�Ô Õ�� â ã ÞÙÚ Û8ÜlÝ Þß Ú Û8Ü � Ô�� � â� Ô Õ�� â ÓàÔ Õ�� â ã (7)



3.3. Qualitative acceleration representation

The representation of qualitative acceleration is pre-
sented in this section.

Definition 5: The qualitative acceleration of a point in
space is the double derivative of the positions of the state,*�+-,/. * 0.�1 ,/.32 *�4. 2 165#7 *�0

7 18597 *�4
7 2 1

Definition 6: The qualitative acceleration of the end-
effector of a robot is the derivative of the velocities of the
state, or the double derivative of the state. Firstly we have,*�+�:;, . *�0 :.�1 , .32 *=< :. 2 1 5 7 *�0 :

7 1 5 7 *=< :
7 2 1*�+3>?, . *�0�>.�1 , .�2 *=<�>. 2 1�5 7 *�0�>

7 1�5 7 *=<�>
7 2 1

Then,@
7 *�+�:BA�,/C *�+�:C *�0�: @ 7 *�0�:BA�,/C *�+�:C *=<�: @ 7 *D<�: A@
7 *�+3>(A�, C *�+E>C *�0�> @

7 *�0�>=A�, C *�+3>C *=<�> @
7 *=<�>(A

where

@
7 *�+�A�,GF(HJI�KMLN*�+EO(P%QSRT*�+3O�U . Finally, the qualita-

tive description of general acceleration is derived,@
7 *�+�A�,WVXY Z Q\[ V] Y Z Q 7 *�+ : ^_ VXY Z Q\[ V] Y Z Q 7 *�+ >!^N_
, VXY Z Q [ V] Y Z Q C *�+�: ^C *�0 : ^ 7 *�0�: ^J_ VXY Z Q [ V] Y Z Q C *�+3> ^C *�0 >!^ 7 *�0�>!^J_
, VXY Z Q`[ V] Y Z Q C *�+ : ^C *=<�: ^ 7 *=<�: ^ _ VXY Z Qa[ V] Y Z Q C *�+ >!^C *=<�>�^ 7 *=<�> ^ _ (8)

4. The Characteristic Mapping

The goal of qualitative reasoning is to provide approx-
imate solutions that may be used to guide the application
of quantitative methods. The characteristic mapping basi-
cally extracts characteristic quantities from quantitative in-
terval to describe the corresponding qualitative information.
Stability of the characteristic mapping is obvious for linear
systems; for nonlinear systems, Kawamura and Shima [10]
proved the robust stability with the condition that real and
imaginary part of their characteristic polynomial b LF U are
monotonic parameters in the frequency domain. The meth-
ods used to select characteristic values are application de-
pendent such as landmark methods.

For robotic fault diagnosis, let cedBf�gh�i be the desired tra-
jectory of the position of the end-effector, c L f%jh U that from
the sensors and the corresponding error 7 c L 1 U . The follow-
ing formula differentiates faulty and non-faulty intervals.k 7 c L 1 U k�lnm

(9)

where
m

is the fault index determined by system require-
ment such as joint offsets.

The characteristic quantities of each fault interval, of s, are
determined by the time instants, 1 : p Y V�q 1 : p j(r , where the lo-
cal maximum and minimum of 7 c L 1 U are achieved. Note
that the selection of the intervals is application-dependent
in order to make sure that suitable local characteristic val-
ues are chosen.

So far the characteristic values of each faulty interval are
extracted, which can describe the input qualitative states of
the robot in each faulty interval. These include fault and
noise signals as well if the inputs are from measurement.
The output qualitative states, the positions of robot end-
effector, can be calculated based on robotics. The position
of the end-effector of a robot can be calculated in terms of
equation (1) as,

os;t`,6uDv�w�x Qzy{ <�|a} of YN~< r } of Y ~��� ,6uDv�w�x Q y��{ V�Y Z Q 4 Y��!� w of YV�Y Z Q 4 Y��(��� of Y �����
o�(t`,����� � V] Y Z Q 4 Y �!� w of YB� 2�� � V] Y Z Q 4 Y �(��� of YB� 2 (10)

Where H�, 1 : p j=r 1 : p Y V . Thus, the qualitative information
of each interval are *=<%>�, @ os t A and *=<�:M, @ o� t A . Hence, the�

th state position can be defined by two characteristic val-
ues ��� O � Q�, d *=<�> d�� s 2 O x Qt�� i q *D<�: d�� � 2 O x Qt � i i��� O � 2 , d *=<�> d�� s 2 Ot � i q *D<�: d�� � 2 Ot � i�i
The state change of continuous motion in the 1 th state posi-
tion,

7 �M� Oa,GF�HI3KzL ��� O�� 2 R ��� O � Q(U�,�VXY Z Q � 7 *=< O> � VXY Z Q � 7 *D< O: �
where

� 7 *=< O> � ,GF�HI�K d *=<�> d�� s 2 OtT� i R�*=<�> d�� s 2 O x Qt�� i i� 7 *=< O: � ,GF�HI�K d *=< : d�� � 2 Ot�� i R�*=< : d�� � 2 O x Qt � i i
5. Case study

A case study of the UC representation of the simplified
robot arm of Beagle 2 Lander in Figure 4 is addressed in
this section.� LJ \U�,'¡ < r L f Q q f 2 q f�¢ U< | L f Q q f 2 q f�¢ U¤£ ,¦¥§§¨ ¢�O Z Q�© 4BO �(��� © O�Y Z Q f YBª�ª¢�O Z Q«© 4 O �!� w © O�Y Z Q f Y ª�ª¬ ®®¯
Where 4Q , 4 2 , 4 ¢ , are link lengths, and f Q , f 2 , f�¢ , are ori-
entation angles, respectively. The UC representation of the
end-effector’s trajectory is tested based on orientation an-
gles without fault and with fault.



5.1. Parameters setting

The setting of length and orientation parameters of the
UC representation is application-dependent. The UC can be
applied to general dynamic systems including process con-
trol systems and physical systems, whose system require-
ments can be met by functions of the UC toolbox developed
in °²±�³µ´N±E¶�·�¸�¹Jº¼»�´B¹¾½%¿EÀ�Á . In this paper, the parameter Â is
set as Ã Ä qualitative units due to that the maximum offset
of the end-effector position is given by Å3Æ Å�Ç�º ; the param-
eter of È as É�Å qualitative units because two characteristic
values are chosen in the interval of ÅEÆ É�Ê second. The three
joint trajectories of the robot, Ë�Ì , Ë�Í , Ë�Î , have been given
in Figure 5. The large elliptic trajectories are those of the
end-effector.

5.2. Fault detection

The first principle for the fault detection of robots is that
no fault occurs if and only if the actual qualitative states re-
main within the coverage of the UC representation of the de-
sired trajectories. The comparison of the two UC represen-
tation versions is demonstrated in Figure 7, the fault of the
end-effector is clearly identified by the four deep dark seg-
ments, which is generated by characteristic mappings from
fault joint trajectories. The fault area in the UC represen-
tation describes correspondingly the dash-line fish-shaped
fault trajectory of the end-effector. Hence the fault global
assessment is sufficiently reconstructed using the UC fault
version.

5.3. Fault isolation

How to locate fault in terms of fault detection is another
issue of fault diagnosis. Fault isolation has been made a lot
easier by isolating functions of the UC. The inference car-
ries out based on characteristic value of fault segments in
the UC. The faults can be classified into three types, sin-
gle faults, and multiple faults not happening in the same in-
terval of the UC, multiple faults whose characteristic val-
ues are not in the same time instant. For single fault herein,
the analysis is shown in table 2, In which [DT], [AT] de-
note the desired and actual qualitative values of joint tra-
jectories as shown and 6. From the table 2, the faulty link
segment 1 is detected by the fact that the actual results of
joint 1 are equal to the corresponding actual results of the
faulty characteristic mapping in terms of the desired inputs
of joint 2 and 3 rather than the desired results of joint 1. The
same analysis is effective for the other two types of faults.
Further research will examine multiple faults whose char-
acteristic values exist on the same-time point, even though
the possibility of those faults happening is very small. The
case study proved that the UC representation can not only

Ï�Ð ¹J½�³\Ã Ï�Ð ¹J½�³«É Ï�Ð ¹J½�³�Ñ Ò�±�»�´B³�´ Ð�Ó ±�³µ¹ Ð ½ÔÖÕ ×�Ø?Ù Õ ÚzØ�Ù Õ ÚzØ�Ù ´N¹J½%¿EÈ Û�Ü�ºTÛ ½�³«ÃÝÔÖÕ ÚzØ�ÙÕ ÚzØ�Ù Õ ÚzØ�Ù ÝÔÖÕ ×�Ø?Ù ½ Ð Ò�±�»�´B³ÝÔÖÕ ÚzØ�ÙÕ ÚzØ�Ù ÝÔÞÕ ×�Ø?Ù Õ ÚzØ�Ù ½ Ð Ò�±�»�´B³ÝÔÞÕ ÚzØ�Ù
Table 2. Fault isolation analysis based on
characteristic mapping

generate qualitative models for robotic systems, but also de-
tect and isolate faults. Though the proposed qualitative tech-
nique is presented in terms of robotics, it can be extended to
general machines by adoption of qualitative description of
the orientation and translation component of a robot.

Figure 4. the simplified robot arm of Beagle 2
Lander

6. Conclusion

In this paper a novel qualitative modelling of kinematic
robots has been proposed. The unit circle approach is ad-
dressed to bridge quantitative data and qualitative state for
qualitative modelling. The position and orientation proper-
ties of the end-effectors of robots and their link segments are
derived and analytical formulas of qualitative velocity and
qualitative acceleration is derived based on qualitative po-
sition information. Characteristic mapping is introduced to
transfer qualitative information between system inputs and
outputs in terms of characteristic values of the UC intervals.
Finally the case study of a three link robot demonstrated the
feasibility of the UC approach, which can deal with faults
at the link segment level.

Though the proposed qualitative technique is presented
in terms of robotics, it can be extended to general machines.
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Figure 5. the known input parameters of ori-
entation angles, ß�à , ß�á , ß�â , of which, ß�à carries
fault signal
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